


working with storytelling



Building a brand is more than repeating a name over and over again. It's the 
stories in life people remember. Gepida's story is one of exploration, persistence 
and courage. In this booklet*, we elaborate on how Gepida's story and identity 
can contribute in different aspects of management, offering a strong foundation 
for both strategic decisions as operational activities.
 
Though we have tried to be comprehensive, it is impossible to be complete. We 
invite readers to take this booklet as a guideline and inspiration helping them to 
give direction to new ideas. 

Working with 
storytelling



Content



Picturing Gepida as a person, we see a tall, strong and slightly crude 
man in his thirties.  Overall an impressive but charismatic appearance. 
He learned as a young boy to have a practical attitude towards life’s 
challenges. He works hard, which makes him feel good and earns him 
the respect of others. If asked what defines him, people would say 
adventurousness and creativity. He lives an active, wandering life. His 
explorative nature takes him off the beaten track, both literally and 
figuratively.

Identity
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Temperate Mild

Ambitious

ReliableIndependent

Spontaneous Inspiring

Enthusiatic

Disciplined

Sportive

Clear

Responsible

Vivacious

UntidySelfish

Intelligent

Egocentric

Aggressive

Honest

Irritable

Enterprising

Stubborn

Curious

Harsh

Optimist

Brave

Introverted

Stayer

Impatient

Tight

Serious

Well-
balanced

Versatile

Active



Gepida’s characteristics are useful in all communication you have, with 
employees, customers and suppliers. Without actually saying you are 
ambitious, responsible or curious, use these words in job descriptions, 
strategies, plans, briefings, stories etc. to give direction to whatever it is 
you plan on doing. Use them as criteria too: always compare your plans, 
briefings, stories, posts on social media with your identity and double 
check: does it fit who we are?

Your characteristics will contribute in creating a careful and consequent 
image of who Gepida is and what you stand for. For variation, use 
synonyms like described below, depending on the context of your 
message.

Characteristics and synonyms
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Temperate  collected - composed - reasonable

Independent autonomous - sovereign - unconstrained

Spontaneous  impulsive - instinctive - unpremeditated

Ambitious  challenging - eager - enterprising

Reliable  faithful - dependable - trustworthy

Inspiring  animate - encourage - stimulate

Clear  bright - comprehensible - distinct 

Sportive  athletic - playful - sporty

Disciplined  formed - educated - prepared

Enthusiastic  passionate - eager - spirited

Active  energetic - bustling - lively

Responsible  accountable - honest - true

Serious  sincere - thoughtful - substantial

Well balanced  stable - steady - well adjusted

Versatile  adaptable - flexible 

Vivacious  animated - spirited - lively

Intelligent  clever - sharp - acute

Curious  inquisitive - interested - eager

Optimist  bright - confident - hopeful

Brave  bold - courageous - daring

Stayer  go-getter  - diehard





GEPIDA 
proudly designed & built 
in Budapest



Hungary; a country in transformation The number of small businesses is growing fast and  
entrepreneurs are grasping the opportunity to bring their ambitions to life. Born with an 
enterprising spirit and full of ambition,George Berkes too is ready to break down barriers and 
explore the world of opportunities he sees ahead.  

Preferring  the freedom of self employment to the security of a job George started his own bicycle 
shop. It didn’t take him long to realize that, while the bicycles manufactured in his country were 
functional, they were not suitable for what he liked to do most: wander off road. 

George was driven by the ambition to give people the opportunity to challenge themselves and 
choose the road less traveled. As no such opportunity was available in his Hungary, George looked 
abroad. He traveled to Italy, Germany, the Netherlands and various other countries to immerse 
himself in the world of bicycles. He visited fairs, and, speaking with bicycle manufacturers, 
component suppliers and other specialists  he learned all about designing and building a solid 
bicycle that could perform well both on and off-road.  

During his travels, he came across bicycles with great diversity in design and technological 
innovation, from high-end MTB’s for extreme mountain bike trails to more mainstream, off-road 
capable models. He could picture them in Hungary, introducing a new kind of outdoor leisure 
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with the unique designs, innovative features and with a great value for money. customers value for 
their money.  
 
There was a challenge, however: because of considerable import taxes the bicycles would only 
be affordable for a happy few. George was determined to find an alternative that would make 
mountain biking accessible to everyone. And he found one. While importing ready-built bicycles 
was too expensive, importing components was not. So George set up a simple assembly line in 
the garage next to his home, ready to create his own, unique range of off-road bicycles. 

First there were five bicycles; then there were 50; then there were 500. George expanded, built 
a bigger assembly line and contracted employees. Because his team assembled the bicycles 
themselves, they got to know them inside out and learned what worked well and what didn’t 
. Gradually, they adjusted the assembly process, constantly improving the bicycles. Experience 
taught them to select the best suppliers and design special components for a perfect fit. Various 
specialists joined the team, bringing more expertise in house, including frame painting skills. 

One day, the team came up with a brand name that perfectly illustrated what the bicycles were 
all about: Gepida. The Gepids are an East Germanic tribe, true wanderers at heart, exploring 
new lands, known for their persistence, strength and wit. Like an eagle in the sky: perceptive, 
courageous, and free to roam.
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The term archetype is ancient Greek and combines archein (original)  
and typos (pattern). Archetypes are original patterns and represent 
fundamental human motifs. Each archetype has its own set of values, 
meanings and personality traits.  Most, if not all, people have several 
archetypes at play,  however, one or two archetypes tend to dominate a 
personality in general. 

Based on the characteristics of Gepida we see its personality:

tends towards freedom ( with order being its opposite)
tends towards ego (with social being its opposite)
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Gepida’s dominant archetypes are

PRIMARY: ADVENTURER 
Adventurers seek the freedom to find out who they are through 
exploring the world. They are keen on ambition and autonomy. 
Also known as wanderers. 

SECONDARY: REBEL
The rebel likes to break barriers that limit the human spirit and 
is keen on overturning what is not working. Rebels try to set 
their own rules (which can be translated as: they set their own 
path in life, despite what society might expect from them). 



Knowing who you are helps to act accordingly.  In your design, in your 

management and last but not least: in how you communicate with 

your audience, whether that be your employees or your customers. The 

themes related to these archetypes make for beautiful topics in micro 

stories (more on micro stories further down the road). Because people 

can relate to it or long for it.G
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ADVENTURERS 

HAVE THE COURAGE TO TRY NEW THINGS 
This feels like a core value of your brand. If so, make sure it is integrated in all you do. 
Tell your employees and create opportunities for them to try new things in whatever they 
do within Gepida
Tell your suppliers and inspire/motivate them to do the same for Gepida
Tell but more importantly: show your customers. Show them the results of Gepida trying 
new things. 

Not all new things are successful. That’s ok. Be honest about it and show you can’t be 
defeated by mistakes.  



ARE THE ONES THAT EXPLORE BOUNDARIES AND GO 
BEYOND. THEY HAVE THE WIT TO GO WHERE NO-ONE ELSE 
HAS GONE BEFORE
Use words like exploring, wandering, discovering, observing, perceiving, freedom, courage 
etc. in your (marketing) communication. They appeal to the audience, either because 
they feel alike or you can challenge them to start exploring themselves. Show them what 

it is you found/learned behind that horizon!  

CHERISH AND MANAGE AMBITION
This one is especially interesting for Gepida as an organisation. Try to live up to this 
feature by creating an atmosphere where new initiatives, no matter how small, are 
stimulated and rewarded. And then show your public the result!

TRUST THEIR OWN INSTINCTS, MAKE DECISIONS ON THEIR 
OWN, NOT BASED ON WHAT OTHERS DO
It’s a characteristic a lot of people can relate to (or long for). Use this as a guideline in 
strategic decisions (“why would/should we do this?”). This also makes for a perfect theme 
for micro stories. 
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REBELS 

SET THEIR OWN COURSE 
Consider it a merit not to follow the example of others. You may make different choices 
on design, innovation, technological features etc. That’s a strength and fits your profile. 
Show your employees, suppliers and public that you set your own course and don’t 
forget to elaborate why you do so. 



DON’T CARE ABOUT BEING THE BIGGEST, THE BEST OR THE 
MOST INNOVATIVE
Gepida is motivated by other goals. Choose yours carefully and don’t be tempted to 
challenge the ruler or take after the girl next door for instance. Gepida is a small brand 
amongst giants. Be proud of that!

ALWAYS KEEP AN OPEN MIND ON WHAT CAN BE IMPROVED 
AND DON’T TAKE RULES (OR DECISIONS) FOR GRANTED
Create an atmosphere in the organisation where there is room to evaluate processes and 
overturn decisions if needed. Involve employees in this. 

The more consistent you act according to your archetypes, the more your identity will 
stand out. The other way around: brands that don’t act in sync with their archetype(s) 
are difficult to describe or position. For customers that would mean they can’t figure out 
what the brand is about and if and why they should commit themselves to it. 







Gepida has come a long way since we assembled our first bicycle. With over XX co-workers we 
have become a large Gepida family. Everybody has his own skills and specialties, but we all share 
Gepida’s passion to explore . Wanderlust is in our blood; you will find us on fairs and in shops 
around the world. We are no longer abroad to learn the trade. Gepida is now a full-fledged bicycle 
brand, inspiring others! Although we still learn every day we can say: Gepida - proudly designed 
and built in Budapest!

Some things never change. We still love breaking down barriers, searching for new opportunities. 
We were one of the first brands to build electric bikes and operate on an international scale now, 
with a presence in Europe, the United States and Australia. That is why we say: Gepida; a small 
brand among giants. We cherish our independence and flexibility to handle any challenge life 
throws at us. 

We carry a versatile collection of over XX sport bikes, e-bikes and specials with a unique, distinctive 
design that combines technical innovations with high-quality manual assembly. Our agile 
manufacturing process is designed to create bicycles that allow people to discover the world. 
Close to home or far away; in the city or the country; on and off road, our bicycles enable people to 
roam free like an eagle.

BUDAPEST PRESENT TIME



Gepida; everybody has his own path to 

discover in life, each must discover his own 

path. Ours is one of exploration and curiosity, 

of never giving up. We have the courage to 

‘sing our own tune’. Come sing with us. Be 

advised, it’s not for the faint hearted, but 

worth every step of the way.  

BUDAPEST PRESENT TIME
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target groups
our main audience consists of dealers and customers. Some may know Gepida, but there 
is a world out there for whom Gepida is a new name, a new brand. With your challenge 
in mind (exploring with focus), this is a good time to (re)affirm Gepida’s main customer 
segments and target groups (and later on to (re)affirm a distribution policy that supports 
those segments and target groups). 

Target groups
Who is buying your products? Who do you want buying your products? So who should 
you reach out to? We can identify two main segments:

SPORT AND LEISURE
Who: mainly man and - to a certain extent - women, 30-50 years in age, active, hardworking and 
spend time off to experience ‘freedom’, have an eye for their individual needs, tend to choose 
smaller, non mainstream brands over mass. 
What: good quality and affordable bicycle that serves the purpose
Communication: this is in our opinion your main target group you should focus on and where your 
identity can help you distinguish yourselves from competition. 



This target group has the potential of a community based on the common passion of seeking 
adventure.  

1 Hungarian market  even greater potential because of already existing brand loyalty. 
Constomers already feel committed, because they tend to buy a Gepida for every family member. 
Focus on your heritage, Gepida is a local brand, created by Hungarians, manufactured in Hungary. 
Communicate directly through social/website/PR/free publicity/events => Emphasise your identity, 
engage your audience, create loyalty.

2 International market Appeal to the adventurer in each of us, the rebel within them and show 
them you practise what you preach. Your presence in country X/Y/Z is an adventure you felt like 
taking. And by delivering good quality in more affordable prices than your main competition, you 
stand out from the crowd (you are in fact a little rebellious in that way). 
Communication is mostly indirectly through partners and dealers for this group. Make sure they 
are well equipped and willing to do so (see next slide for elaboration). 

SPECIALTIES
Who: man and women, up from around 30 years, use specialty for specific purpose like 
commuting from/to public transport (folding bikes) and travel together (tandem).
What: specialty like a tandem or folding bike. 
Communication: We understand this segment is important for Gepida, but from the identity 
point of view not so easy to fit your profile. We recommend communicating to this target group 
on different channels. Introducing style groups might be of help here, because than it is easier to 
differentiate along the whole customer journey. 
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Corporate 
identity
Brandbook

Gepida’s new brandbook is about creating strong, recognisable, 
innovative and consistent communication. 
LOGO
The eagle is the foundation for all visual communication. Guidelines describe how 
the logo should be used consistently. Both the logo and the guidelines are clear and 
contribute to the identity of Gepida on owned media. However, one of the most 
important branded items you have, is not described in the brandbook: your products. 
From what we can distinguish on photo’s the logo is placed isolated on the front of the 
bicycle and is not used next to the brand name. Without knowing the details of this 
choice, it leads to practical challenges: 
• Customers don’t see the eagle combined with the name (seeing it combined will help 

people recognize the logo on its own)
• The logo won’t be visible on most product photography (because photography is 2D 

and mostly taken sideways)  



In our current timeframe, everybody is both a broadcaster as well as a content 
“consumer”.  We create content of our own or share content of others. The original sender 
cannot always be determined, so it’s important content can stand on its own and is still 
recognized as Gepida.

ADVICE
• (Re)affirm policy of branding your products.
• Create a distinct way of branding your (social) content as an alternative for situations 

in which the brand name is not visible (the guidelines prohibits usage of the logo on 
photo’s because they have a multi colour background).
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Language and 
tone of voice
Language
In all communication, think from the perspective of Gepida as described as a person. 
What would he say, what would he do? Create a unique tone of voice, fitting your profile:
• be a man and act/speak likewise
• be (moderately) cr ude (but don’t overstep, because that could annoy your audience)
• be consistent
• use words and tone of voice consistent with your age (mid-thirties)
• have a rough edge
• be in control
• be on your own

Avoid:
• being formal
• being cute
• trying to be too young
• a feminine look and feel
• being perfect  
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Micro stories
Like said before, your profile, archetypes and Gepida’s personal story covers 

several themes that are worthwhile using in your marketing communication. 

Working according to one of these themes helps in communicating consistently, 

yet are diverse enough to avoid constant repetition. Micro stories can have 

different appearances: they may be just a picture on Instagram, they may be 

turned into a short movie. In our opinion, micro stories of Gepida should have 

the sportive segment as main focus. They need a ‘face’ to distinguish themselves 

from competition. Below you find some examples, that we think could be 

operationalised. 



Exploring new worlds
• “I never use the same route from home to work (Gepida is fit for all circumstances!)
• “I don’t think, just ride and follow the sun” (Gepida is fit for all circumstances!)
• “I just keep going” (Gepida can take you further than you may have thought)

Wanderer
• F*ck the plan, I enjoy the unexpected.
• Freedom to me: just go as I like. 
• Where the main road ends, my adventure starts.
• Always curious what lies behind the horizon
• Can’t wait to find out what is behind the next turn.

Follow your own path/road
• Nobody chooses for me, I choose. Even if it is not what others expect from me.
• I don’t walk in anybodies footsteps.
• I enjoy the unexpected in life. 

Don’t take rules for granted
• I always keep asking myself: does this rule make sense? If not, how can we do better?
• I live by my decisions. As long as they are worth living by.
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Photography 
and video
Images
Images, not surprisingly this word is strongly connected to imagination. It’s the 

images that helps stories get to life. Especially in this time where social media 

and sharing content takes such a prominent place in our lives, you can’t build 

a brand without proper images. Both photography and video. It’s like with your 

brand book: consistency helps in creating a strong foundation. Therefore, it is 

wise to describe criteria you want your brand images to meet, whether that is a 

full swing production or a single post on Instagram. 

We advise you to brief everybody working with images for Gepida about 

following criteria:



• Use mainly man models and preferably types that meet the Gepida identity.
• Women models should ‘fit’ the Gepida identity likewise. So they should be a little tough 

(think of one or more tattoos, athletic build, sporty. Avoid modally models, perfection, 
overdoing make-up, over styled clothes or too cute etc). 

• All models should be credible loving biking, wandering and adventure. If it is not credible, 
don’t use them. Models should have a natural and fit look. Avoid too much make-up, too 
perfect hairdoo and to posed positions. 

• Avoid perfection, clothes don’t have to be a complete match or high range in prices. Your 
bikes aren’t, so the clothes shouldn’t either. 

• All models should be in their thirties, like Gepida’s identity.
• Make sure to get images from different situations (situations, seasons, special events, 

celebrations, etc), so you have year round content. Show Gepida not only when it’s sunny 
and bright, but also on rainy days and other weather conditions (wandering never stops)

• Make sure all models have an international appearance, so images can be used on 
international scale. 

• If needed, produce images to fit the local market (for instance: a picture taken in the city 
with a bike helmet on, is not credible for the Netherlands, because we don’t wear bike 
helmets on city bikes). 



• From a wandering point of view, choose a perspective with a clear horizon and, preferably a 
road (or path) leading to it. Consider taking some shots from behind, so the viewer can see 
Gepida in combination with ‘the road ahead’ (the wandering mind). 

• From a rebel point of view, consider taking shots in which it is clear  (but not too obvious) 
that Gepida is choosing its own path. Someone on an MTB with his corporate clothes on 
for example, whereas everybody else is on a city bike. (“I just happen to love my MTB so I 
am taking it to work”). 

• From the archetypes point of view (adventurer, rebel): consider using primarily one or 
two models at most in one frame. Gepida tends more toward the ‘ego’ side so groups of 
friends and family is not really his thing. 

• Images should be a little rough, don’t try to create perfection. 
• Let images speak for themselves: avoid overstepping in photoshopping. Only do what is 

necessary, but keep it real!
• Create (the suggestion of) movement, for Gepida is a dynamic identity, always on the move. 
• Try to give the viewer something unexpected. Let the rebel speak out sometimes :-)
• Avoid shots that are clearly posed or with posing models. Every model in the frame should 

be doing something.
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Website
The website is the main portal where customers are being lead to from different 

channels and one of the few places in Gepida exposure where customers stick 

around a bit longer. A great opportunity to get them to learn about your brand. 

This goes beyond just putting your story out there to read. Every text, every image 

should live and breath your identity. Choose your words carefully and make sure 

what you ‘claim’ in your story, holds up in your product descriptions etc. 



In short:
• Consider producing a short movie about Gepida (instead of putting the story there to read, 

images are so much stronger)
• Create a clear position in who Gepida is for. Your brand is not for everybody and your 

website should be clear about that (in line with identity).
• The identity of Gepida should be reflected in its look and feel. Your current website is quite 

‘clean’, lacks sphere images and lacks a good association with your core values/archetypes 
(adventure and rebel).

• Consider using lines/quotes from your story as streamers on different places on your 
website.

• Bear in mind that you use fitting images on every ‘countries’ portal. 
• Make sure you are found by the right words or combination of words. For this you need to 

know your customers! 
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Social media
Social is getting more and more important to communicate directly with 

customers and fans. Wereas your website is something people have to actively 

go to, on social you are where your (potential) customers already are. Relevant 

content is key and for new customers or fans to join Gepida you want to show 

who you are. So, integrating your identity is important here as well. Since almost 

everything we do on social is publicly visible, people only commit themselves to 

brands that fit their lifestyle. For them to choose Gepida, they have to know who 

you are and what you stand for. Not (only) by telling them so, but by showing 

them through images, short stories etc. . 



For social we would recommend working with a content plan (may already at play) in which 
the different aspects of your identity are well represented. Keep focus on living up to what 
Gepida is and what you want customers to see and remember of you:
• Don’t post just to fill your timeline. It’s better to post less but true and relevant messages/

stories.
• Use only self-made content. If in any case you decide to use images or quotes from others, 

be clear about that (always mention photo credits) and place it in Gepida context. 
• Avoid images or quotes many other use as well or • adjust them to a Gepida look and feel. 
• Make sure your content is in one way or the other branded. So if it is shared by others, 

people still see who originally sent it. 
• Keep it real. It’s better to have a not so perfect picture shot with a smartphone than to only 

have images that would be used in a glossy magazine. 
• It’s good to have an eye for interaction with your followers, but in this phase, don’t forget 

that to be able to grow, your fanbase has to grow likewise. Concentrate on that too. 
• If there is no suitable image available, use a quote, but make sure it is branded (your 

colours, logo and letter type). 
• Choose your words carefully and in line with the Gepida identity. So if there is more than 

one person filling your social media, make sure they work as a team and always have the 
same tone of voice.  



Suggestions:
• Find one or more guys that fit Gepida’s profile (vloggers, travellers etc) for Instagram take-

overs on their activities/travels. In Instagram take-overs you let an outsider manage your 
Instagram account for a period. Could be a couple of days, a week or even longer. They 
post their content directly on your account. Realtime stories, of real users of your product.

• Share information on routes and adventurous tracks you did with Gepida (“ if you are in/at, 
you should go and see ….”)

• If there is a big event like Multiday tours or other tracks, try to be there with a Gepida 
participant. (And share images of the adventure of course)

• For fast growth of your community it might be an idea to organise a tour yourself and let 
followers win a ticket to join.
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Print and other 
branded items
Print
Although digital communication might have your main focus, print is still at play 

so it is good to address this too. The booklet with your collection for example 

is an important branded item with which you present Gepida at dealers and 

customers. Other brands do exactly the same, so it is a challenge to stand out 

here.

Use the booklet mainly for branding. Customers can find all there is to know 

about your collection online and do so already. Consider shifting focus from 

the product details to your identity and story. This lookbook can help people 

convince why Gepida fits their lifestyle best over other brands. Your website can 

help them choose which Gepida fits their purpose best. Consider making a 

separate collection book just for dealers (for they might want an overview of all 

product details to help sell Gepida to customers).



For the lookbook:
• Use many and larger pictures for atmosphere 
• Use quotes from your story as streamers
• Combine action pictures with a product picture to help people envision themselves on 

that bike
• Choose appropriate paper to print on. Avoid being too glamorous and expensive. Create a 

professional and yet affordable look and feel.
• Choose a odd size of the booklet (no standard size).
• Choose a good representation of your collection and focus on the sportive segment. Maybe 

only address the specialties on the last page for wanderers with specific purposes in mind. 

Other branded items
Your brandbook is quite elaborate about how your brand identity should be used on 
different materials like umbrellas, pens, etc. To us the set up looks somewhat clean. There 
is no sensing in who Gepida is. Since we have established Gepida is a wanderer and a little 
rebellious consider the following:
• use lifestyle images for billboards and print advertising instead of product pictures and 

avoid long texts. Create a feeling, don’t try to tell too much. 
• consider choosing different items that fit Gepida’s identity better (wanderer, adventurer, 

rebel), like things for outdoor activities instead of office supplies.
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Product design
Print
To guarantee that Gepida stays true to its values (adventurous, practical, 

independent, ambitious etc. ), the collection should be evaluated and developed 

constantly. On a large and small scale - adding new details and/or technically 

focused functionalities, introducing or abandoning models. Trend watching 

should be a structural activity that leads to an annual trend advice. Based on 

your brand ID, you can decide which trends could work for Gepida. Apply them 

in your designs.

The design of the product is the signature of the brand, colours of frame and 
parts, batches, designs, accessories, branding, transfers etc. Fans should be able 
to recognise a Gepida bike because of a certain style and it should match the 
Gepida identity. 



This is also relevant for the model names of the different Gepida bicycles. For instance:
• Colours: strong, outspoken, earth tones, unusual combinations (rebellious). Avoid pastel, soft 

colours. 
• Transfers: not only on the front, but also visible from the sides. Sturdy fonts.
• Design: Gepida bicycles are already different from other brands. Make sure you can explain 

to dealers and partners, why you have chosen these designs (what’s the story there?). 

Gepida designers have various sources for inspiration: industry,  fashion, automotive, and 

general design. Make trendwatching a continuous activity and involve employees from 

different departments in this process. Draw up a calendar with all relevant events and divide 

among the group to visit. Make sure colleagues that visit an event, make reports. You can 

even periodically involve partners in the review of trends, the selection in what would be 

appropriate for Gepida and how they can/will be applied in the collection. This results in a 

better understanding of the choices that are made.

Make sure to sync the trendwatching process with design and production processes for 

optimal timing. 
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Customer 
journey

Awareness Consideration Purchase

PR:
• (Outdoor) events

• Media
• Sponsoring

Advertisement
Focus on outdoor leisure

online 
advertising

Online platform:
storytelling content 

product specifications

Direct mail/
cookies

Shop presence: 
• Shop presentation 

• Opinion dealer - Gepida’s story

WOM

Lookbook

Reviews/
Ratings



Building a strong brand, requires consistency in all communication to customers, partners and 

dealers. We advise Gepida to review all activities described in the customer journey and consider:

• if there is consistency and integrity

• if Gepida’s story is integrated

• what new or different elements could be introduced

Involve your employees in this exercise. Inspire them to contribute, with Gepida’s identity as the basis. 

Purchase Reflection Advocacy

Website

Community Forum

Special offers

Social media

Newsletters

Social contest

Aftersales/
Complaints

Purchase

Delivery/pick up new 
bicycle
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